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Dedication

To the poets that have inspired this idea and have been tributed in this project

WHISPER
Alpha in the pit...a real apex predator
Betas to this writer eater...a dominance seeking competitor
Gamma ray rage pen go SMASH ‘cross page
Delta in the sky when I fly high
Epsilon parties to ragers on the west side
Camera flash confidence make sure you get my best side
Flashing more then my infamous book bag
Carries a scandal to make the dog wag
From Jungle Juice in trash cans...five days a week we done crash pads
5 am I am with exotic greens like toucans...few can
Party with OG’s to DZ’s then marry an ADPI
To that night hanging with Kings on the south side
A lustful seduction...let there be no more assumptions
I can whisper…

Whisper...
Just because I grew up...you think I forgot...I’ll make it hot
Like picking the last rose from the bush like a soft squeeze on your tush

Whisper...
Just because my pen done stop...you think I forgot...I’ll make you hot
Like a cherry on the lips or the soft breath from your kiss
Whisper...
Just because I’m family don’t mean a damn thing
So many libretto’s so grand leaving audiences to stand
Intertwined in candle light under moon light
Making love till dawn’s light...away do I whisk her

Let Me Whisper…
[Arouma Raza]

Beneath shimmering moonlight, our first traded glance
With unheard whispers flowing, two souls start to dance
Two bodies rise and fall entwined with the bells starting chime
Please send me a signal or flash a sign, let me know that you are only mine
A need in me begin to rise when hands meet skin with heavy sighs
Beautiful arms that couldn’t grace like leaving a man breathless in embrace
When fingers find that sanctified place, I feel that flush on my face
With every heartbeat thrashing in my chest, I gasp and moan with a ragged breath
When our lips fuse our souls, faster and faster our heart explodes
As we reach our final peak, ride the wave that let us weak

Whisper...

Your name on my lips to feel your need with mine to kiss
Whisper...

With every contact that made you frozen putting you in a spell to swear that you are chosen
Whisper...

My love in your ears with every pleasing scream for the world to hear
I’m no longer insecure as I know it’s true
I’m where I belong and that is with you

Let Me Whisper…
On the shoulders of giants walking in women like clients
Disses like knives taking stabs at tyrants
A lustful seduction you think this writer knows nothing
Money equals love and love is like money
From girls that make bands all from a lap dance
Who better to understand
Just because I’m an anarchist don’t make me new to this
That heart in your body keeps urning me into your silk sheets
With a body which treats, keep you tingling to your feet
From a love that sill speaks
A lustful seduction...finger to the lips, shhhhh...no more interruptions

Whisper...
Kiss away your pain under a pattern of rain
Whisper…
Rose petals on the sheets to a song on repeat
Two Souls that meet joined by this heart that beats

Let Me Whisper…
[Muhammad Adil Javaid]
Hey honey, stare at me
That instinct force me to fall inside…just come a little closer
Let me whisper in your ear, you...me...and the lonely night
The heart stops for a while as you smile
Slowly approaching to you so close
Oh, the aroma makes me crazy
Whisper...
I wanna drown in your eyes
To feel you till last breath
Whisper...
Your flaunting hairs touching me
Having sensation of killing romance
I silently grab you in my arms
Let Me Whisper…
It was me you left...both parts of me
Both parts of my being...my heart and soul

Two legacies that make the best of me, legacies you left me
A heavenly father or a hellish mother
Who will coincide...who will concede...in defeat can one truly succeed
Which has the offer I need
You left me broken in the rain...you left me to embrace the pain
Commodious as the Burj Khalifa
Stand tall in the face of a devil that may call
In the darkness of eternity as infinite as your grip that clings for me
Is what you left me….a whisper from the best of me

Whisper...
My image of you...the imagination of the moment
Wider than the sky...wider than all outside
My urning for you uncaged inside
Whisper…
Let me comfort those hands that are shaking
Repair that heart that is breaking
Vain is the name to cure all of your pain

Let Me Whisper...
In time watch me shine...the past is the past you can’t rewind
So you don’t think I’m a poet, but I know it
My mighty pen is your happy dagger have you ascend Jacob’s Ladder
When this pen is released do it find thy strength
With a bite like a Death Adder descend down your own Jacob’s Ladder

All in like a backer...Mad like a hatter
My tongue and my word play...plays Wicked Games
Hold you like a Jewel...no Foolish Games
From hands gripped on keg stand ends
To the whispering making your hair stand on end
How can I resist her...let me whisper

Whisper...
Mesmerized by your eyes...experience paradise between a pair of thighs
Whisper...
All problems stopped when I gaze at your mountain top
A glass of wine, nothing but time for you and I
That’s sounding hot...hot like a whisper

Let Me Whisper…
[Ellis G. Tilley]
The feel of your satin skin flicks my leg
Your inviting touch tenderly teasing my whirling pulse
Velvet curls entice me to my knees to beg
For a love so blessed; an intense, pleasurable impulse
My mind dances with fantasies...your curves of beauty before me
Cheeks the color of rose and an intimacy aglow like sunflowers

A pearlescent radiation between bodies and a kiss so feathery
Whisper...
Who delicately dropped the twinkle in your eye
A trickle of lust shall set my body ablaze
A dreamy daze will cloud my amazed gaze with your body upon me
Whisper...
Did you know your allure alights a spark within
Your silky silhouette mesmerizing under starlight
Lost...excited in the maze of your body in the night
I will love you into the sunrise
Whisper...
Is it often you leave strangers starry eyed
I wander, spiritually, your intricate soul, and onto you I bestow
A romance as breath-taking as a blooming floral meadow
For you I give anything

Let Me Whisper…
As a poltergeist comes in my life...touch thy hand on the shore sand
The clench of your hand…love is the grip...the hand of my love
Not from above from a phantom memory of love
But that memory that walked with me, breathed with me, enveloped me

By the shade did it dare love me, shimmering off my face

Whisper...
A love that set free...born to fly free...to live care free
Enduring more than personal qualities
Whisper...
Resistant to your touch...can’t resist much
The committal of my kiss...makes the skin ripple...it obeys little

Let Me Whisper…
[Eleanor Poirier]
Red, Yellow, Blue, White
My heart beats in time with the strobes as your fingers graze my thigh
The air sticky and sweet...I press my lips to your slick skin
And try to taste your heat, do you like my perfume
Whisper…
I felt time slow when you entered the room
Dragging on till I get to see your clothes strewn
Whisper…
Your name into your neck
Stifling spontaneous pleasure
For the sake of the neighbors

Let Me Whisper…
I trudged deep streams to chase these dreams
Drowning from the water I wade these seas
I chased gold with no pen, pyrite in my hand
Fool’s gold at the ideas I’ve shown
Lament at the misjudged images of the writer I know
The writer I am...I ran too fast with ideas with no hush
Stumbled...fumbled...believe me, I’ll recover
I’m that good Ol’ boy with a good Ol’ toy
Noticed skills first day, and I’ve grown this way don’t fall for my ploy
I can still wet tongues that leave the skin numb
And I mean that as a writer in more ways than one
Glisten...deep breath whistling to leave your desire insisting
Why do I kiss so slow...is it that little moan
A memory to keep us company when we’re all alone

Whisper…
Grin as my fingertips slid between them hips
But we’ll keep it shuttle I think...wink...you know what I mean
Real low key, a desert to make you scream like peaches and cream

Whisper…
So just because I’ve made mistakes or taken breaks
Don’t forget about the writer I am...the art I make or ideas I create

Let Me Whisper...
Under star light’s mist do we taste true love’s kiss
Let this tingle persist...a touch I can’t resist...the lost tales not missed
On our moment to reminisce relieve the stress that tries to coexist
My life or my dream to tame the writer in me, my life’s eternal conflict
This is my round 2…Rocky 2...your luvin’ is not the only title I pursue
And just like the sequels you never know when I’m through
Write with a bite, I can go all night belief in this pen of might
Cling to my dreams that make you cling to your sheets...so tight
Fight back the pleasure by that lip you bite
Compliment your figure...I kissed her and she whimpered
She loves it when I whisper...so let me
Whisper...
When I taste your oasis you’re left in a comatose stasis
Helpless to the shuddering that keeps your butterflies fluttering
Whisper...

Let the feelings I chase lead to a sweet embrace
That smile on your face that lights my days clears the dark like sun rays

Let Me Whisper...
Grip your stars before they fade
Life in light through dark can’t fly
I will not play tug of war with your heart
It’s what I struggled for without you capsized on life’s shore
Where parents can cuddle and lovers can snuggle
Instead of struggled
Trouble in the making, I can stop one heart from breaking...is that vain
You to have and me to hold, you feel so alone...no woman is an island
No need to wander lonely as a cloud in me your better half been found
My voice filled her...gripped her with one whisper...

Whisper...
Two naughty paths on your body to leave you unraveled
I took the one least traveled
Due to your persistence and that has made all the difference
Whisper...
This little death escapes in one little breath

this piece of me remember only this of me

Let Me Whisper…

[Alina Cosmina Ciocan]
My sultry voice, an erotic song tickling your ear
A dance, before the melody will disappear
Out of all your curves, your smile’s the best
The hot flesh of mine warming your cold skin
Two fingers gripping your chin, let the dance begin

Whisper...

Let me be the one that dances through your dreams
My fingers painfully trickling down your throat
Suffocating, making your mind float
Whisper...

Your clothes, crumpled on my bedroom floor
Our lips melted together like mountain snow
Touched by the sun, you let yourself flow

Let Me Whisper…
Got to get you is my goaL
All of me to be your fella your umbrellA

My dreams seem like nothing but a dreaM
My dreams of you is a dream achieved...hard to be BelieveD
All of me seems lost in your aurA

Got to get to where you’re goinG
Aladdin high, Aladdin fly in the sky we soaR
Making love to shake you to the corE
Mount Rushmore Icon but instead on Mount KushmorE
All that life in the past without you, will I breaK

Whisper...
Got All My Money Active...Doing Everything Known About “Little” Business
Business is my pleasure and business is good
Now, let me show you all that could
Whisper...
Desire is the path that my tongue knows
Lust is the passion from where my love grows
My words like a firefly dance to enhance our romance

Let Me Whisper...
How to compare thy words that due draw breath
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